
3 Equivalence Relations

Equivalence relations are a way to partition a set into sub-
sets of equivalent elements. Being equivalent is then in-
terpreted as being the same, such as different views of the
same object or different ordering of the same elements,
etc. By counting the equivalence classes, we are able to
count the items in the set that are different in an essential
way.

Labeling. To begin, we ask how many ways are there
to label three of five elements red and the remaining two
elements blue? Without loss of generality, we can call
our elementsA, B, C, D, E. A labeling is an function that
associates a color to each element. Suppose we look at
a permutation of the five elements and agree to color the
first three red and the last two blue. Then the permutation
ABDCE would correspond to coloringA, B, D red and
C, E blue. However, we get the same labeling with other
permutations, namely

ABD; CE BAD; CE DAB; CE

ABD; EC BAD; EC DAB; EC

ADB; CE BDA; CE DBA; CE

ADB; EC BDA; EC DBA; EC .

Indeed, we have3!2! = 12 permutations that give the
same labeling, simply because there are3! ways to or-
der the red elements and2! ways to order the blue ele-
ments. Similarly, every other labeling corresponds to12
permutations. In total, we have5! = 120 permutations
of five elements. The set of120 permutations can thus be
partitioned into120

12 = 10 blocks such that any two per-
mutations in the same block give the same labeling. Any
two permutations from different blocks give different la-
belings, which implies that the number of different label-
ings is10. More generally, the number of ways we can
label k of n elements red and the remainingn − k ele-
ments blue is n!

k!(n−k)! =
(

n
k

)

. This is also the number of
k-element subsets of a set ofn elements.

Now suppose we have three labels, red, green, and blue.
We count the number of different labelings by dividing
the total number of orderings by the orderings within in
the color classes. There aren! permutations of then el-
ements. We wanti elements red,j elements blue, and
k = n − i − j elements green. We agree that a permuta-
tion corresponding to the labeling we get by coloring the
first i elements red, the nextj elements blue, and the lastk

elements green. The number of repeated labelings is thus
i! timesj! timesk! and we have n!

i!j!k! different labelings.

Equivalence relations. We now formalize the above
method of counting. Arelation on a setS is a collec-
tion R of ordered pairs,(x, y). We writex ∼ y if the pair
(x, y) is in R. We say that a relation is

• reflexiveif x ∼ x for all x ∈ S;

• symmetricif x ∼ y impliesy ∼ x;

• transitiveif x ∼ y andy ∼ z imply x ∼ z.

We say that the relation is anequivalence relationif R is
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. IfS is a set andR an
equivalence relation onS, then theequivalence classof an
elementx ∈ S is

[x] = {y ∈ S | y ∼ x}.

We note here that ifx ∼ y then [x] = [y]. In the above
labeling example,S is the set of permutations of the ele-
mentsA, B, C, D, E and two permutations are equivalent
if they give the same labeling. Recalling that we color the
first three elements red and the last two blue, the equiva-
lence classes are[ABC; DE], [ABD; CE], [ABE; CD],
[ACD; BE], [ACE; BD], [ADE; BC], [BCD; AE],
[BCE; AD], [BDE; AC], [CDE; AB].

Not all relations are equivalence relations. Indeed, there
are relations that have none of the above three properties.
There are also relations that satisfy any subset of the three
properties but none of the rest.

An example: modular arithmetic. We say an integera
is congruentto another integerb modulo a positive integer
n, denoted asa = b mod n, if b− a is an integer multiple
of n. To illustrate this definition, letn = 3 and letS be the
set of integers from0 to 11. Thenx = y mod 3 if x and
y both belong toS0 = {0, 3, 6, 9} or both belong toS1 =
{1, 4, 7, 10} or both belong toS2 = {2, 5, 8, 11}. This
can be easily verified by testing each pair. Congruence
modulo3 is in fact an equivalence relation onS. To see
this, we show that congruence modulo3 satisfies the three
required properties.

reflexive.Sincex−x = 0 ·3, we know thatx = x mod 3.

symmetric.If x = y mod 3 thenx andy belong to the
same subsetSi. Hence,y = x mod 3.

transitive. Let x = y mod 3 andy = z mod 3. Hencex
andy belong to the same subsetSi and so doy and
z. It follows thatx andz belong to the same subset.

More generally, congruence modulon is an equivalence
relation on the integers.
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Block decomposition. An equivalence class of elements
is sometimes called ablock. The importance of equiva-
lence relations is based on the fact that the blocks partition
the set.

THEOREM. Let R be an equivalence relation on some
setS. Then the blocksSx = {y ∈ S | x ∼ y, y ∈ S} for
all x ∈ S partitionS.

PROOF. In order to prove that
⋃

x Sx = S, we need to
show two things, namely

⋃

x∈S Sx ⊆ S and
⋃

x∈S Sx ⊇
S. EachSx is a subset ofS which implies the first inclu-
sion. Furthermore, eachx ∈ S belongs toSx which im-
plies the second inclusion. Additionally, ifSx 6= Sy, then
Sx ∩ Sy = ∅ sincez ∈ Sx impliesz ∼ x, which means
thatSx = Sz , which means thatSz 6= Sy. Therefore,z is
not related toy, and soz 6∈ Sy.

Symmetrically, a partition ofS defines an equivalence
relation. If the blocks are all of the same size then it is
easy to count them.

QUOTIENT PRINCIPLE. If a setS of sizep can be parti-
tioned intoq classes of sizer each, thenp = qr or, equiv-
alently,q = p

r
.

Multisets. The difference between a set and amultiset
is that the latter may contain the same element multiple
times. In other words, a multiset is an unordered collec-
tion of elements, possibly with repetitions. We can list the
repetitions,

〈〈c, o, l, o, r〉〉

or we can specify the multiplicities,

m(c) = 1, m(o) = 2, m(r) = 1.

Thesizeof a multiset is the sum of the multiplicities. We
show how to count multisets by considering an example,
the ways to distributek (identical) books amongn (differ-
ent) shelves. The number of ways is equal to

• the number of size-k multisets of then shelves;

• the number of ways to writek as a sum ofn non-
negative integers.

We count the ways to writek as a sum ofn non-negative
integers as follows. Choose the first integer of the sum
to bep. Now we have reduced the problem to counting
the ways to writek − p as the sum ofn − 1 non-negative
integers. For small values ofn, we can do this.

For example, letn = 3. Then, we havep + q + r = k.
The choices forp are from0 to k. Oncep is chosen, the
choices forq are fewer, namely from0 to k − p. Finally,
if p andq are chosen thenr is determined, namelyr =
k − p − q. The number of ways to writek as a sum of
three non-negative integers is therefore

k
∑

p=0

k−i
∑

q=0

1 =
k

∑

p=0

(k − p + 1)

=

k+1
∑

p=1

p

=

(

k + 2

2

)

.

There is another (simpler) way of finding this solution.
Suppose we line up ourn books, then placek− 1 dividers
between them. The number of books between thei-th and
the(i − 1)-st dividers is equal to the number of books on
the i-th shelf; see Figure 4. We thus haven + k − 1 ob-
jects,k books plusn− 1 dividers. The number of ways to

Figure 4: The above arrangement of books and blocks represents
two books placed on the first and last shelves, and one book on
the second shelf. As a sum, this figure represents2 + 1 + 0 + 2.

choosen− 1 dividers fromn + k − 1 objects is
(

n+k−1
n−1

)

.
We can easily see that this formula agrees with the result
we found forn = 3.

Summary. We defined relations and equivalence rela-
tions, investigating several examples of both. In partic-
ular, modular arithmetic creates equivalence classes of the
integers. Finally, we looked at multisets, and saw that
counting the number of size-k multisets ofn elements is
equal to the number of ways to writek as a sum ofn non-
negative integers.
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